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NOTICE 
The closing ceremony of the "Archimedes" 

BEST AWARDS 

      

It is finished another school’s year at Mathematical Society "Archimedes". Here is a look 

back at the two activities (more activities during the year). 

        The main activity of "Archimedes" is "Archimedes" School of Young 

Mathematicians, held annually attended by 700-750 students and edited. PS to IV grade 

High school and older preschoolers, and this school year was 740 students completed. 

For results the final test in "Arhimedes’s" School of Young Mathematicians, held on 

25 May 2013 year awards (awards and commendations) received 515 students (431 awards 

and 84 commendations). 

          "Archimedes" conducts various mathematical competitions. The best known and most 

massive mathematical competition at the national level is the "Archimedes' mathematical 

tournament. 

At this year's "Archimedes" Math tournament (in which two team championships Serbia in 

mathematics - for primary and secondary schools) participated in 178 teams (124 in primary and 54 

in secondary schools) with a total of 836 contestants. For team results school was awarded a total 

of 90 awards (45 awards and 45 commendations), and the individual scores of students in grades 

awarded a total recognized 271 (105 prizes and 166 praises) awards. 

             Team-champions Serbia in mathematics for the 2013th are: Primary 

School "Nikolaji Velimirović" from Sabac (category PS) and First Kragujevac 

Gymnasium (In the category SS). Detailed results for teams and individuals in grades can 

be found on sites www.arhimedes.rs and www.mislisa.rs (under Competitions and News). 

          The division awards (awards and praise) for the results of the final test in the 

"Arhimedsovoj" School of Mathematics and the tournament will be announced at the 

closing ceremonies on Saturday, 8 June 2013. The in the hall of the Faculty of Teacher 

Training in 10 hours for the mathematical school at 12 hours for Mathematics 

Tournament. 

          Results of mass mathematical competition "Mislisa 2013" basic level (participant of 

41,000) and a big finale republic (294 participants) - were announced earlier and posted on 

our websites. 

           Congratulations to schools and students on the results achieved! 

 
 
 

For "ARCHIMEDES":                                                                                                                                            
Bogoljub Marinković, prof 

 
Богољуб Маринковић, проф. 
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